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OUR STORY 
Could it really be a coincidence that tea and baltic sea rhyme? 
We don't think so.

IInspired by the Nordic sea coast, we have created tea blends 
that makes you think of rubber boots, rain wear, fishermen 
hats and sailor bags. Fine taste corresponds with rough 
climate. And all of this of course in organic quality.
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Tea blends

LET´S GET STARTED

DENN MAN TAU
 Organic black tea
 Intense English Breakfast

This traditional breakfast tea has 
a full-bodied taste. The strong tea 
blend matches perfectly with milk 
and sugar – denn man tau – here 
we go!

ALL ABOARD

ALLE MANN AN BORD
 Organic black tea
 Full-bodied Assam

All aboard! This intense Assam has 
a fine-spicy malty note and a dark 
cupcolor. As a traditional East Frisian 
tea it may also be enjoyed with sugar 
and cream.

ORGANIC TEAS 
IN TEA POUCHES 
& TINS

FIVE SHARP AT THE HARBOR

PUNKT FÜNF AM HAFEN

 Organic black tea
 First Flush Darjeeling

This sprightly first flush tea is picked 
at the most famous tea gardens of 
Darjeeling in spring. It is a pleasure 
at five sharp at the harbor and at half 
past two on the dike and at twelve 
o´clock at the quay and at quarter 
to four…

WATT'S GOING ON HERE

WATT DENN HIER LOS
 Organic flavored black tea
 Earl Grey with bergamot

Something is going on at the coast-
side. This strong black tea has been 
refined with natural bergamot
flavoring and features a mild 
citric note.

ALL TEAS
AT A GLANCE

Black teas:

DENN MAN TAU
Intense English Breakfast

PUNKT FÜNF AM HAFEN
First Flush Darjeeling

ALLE MANN AN BORD
Full-bodied Assam

WATT DENN HIER LOS
Earl Grey with bergamot

Green teas:

ANKER LICHTEN
Fine, tangy and sweet

WOGEN GLÄTTEN
Soft and fruity

Herbal infusions:

LAND IN SICHT
Tangerine and vanilla

FRISCHER FRIESE
Peppermint mix

REIZKLIMA
Hint of sea salt

RETTE MIT, WER KANN
Spices, ginger and turmeric

STRANDMEUTEREI
Chamomile flower mix

Fruit Infusions:

NICHTSCHWIMMER
Elderberry, orange and vanilla

AUF TAUCHSTATION
Sea buckthorn, orange-tangerine

RÜCKENWIND
Taste of berries

ORGANIC TEAS IN TWO TYPES OF PACKAGING 
trink meer tee (meaning both ‚Drink More Tea‘ as well as ‚Drink a 
Sea of Tea‘) offers fourteen organic tea flavors in two different types of 
packaging. Whether loose tea in a tin or pre-portioned in a hand-sewn 
pillow bag for a 0.3-0.4 liter portion – the choice is entirely up to you and 
your individual needs. The tea quality is the same. 



  

NEW
TEA!
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Tea blends

WEIGH THE ANCHOR

ANKER LICHTEN
 Organic green tea
 Fine, tangy and sweet

Weigh the anchor and enjoy this 
classic Chinese green tea with a 
bittersweet fine character and floral
notes. Not just for sailors and 
mermaids.

CALM THE WAVES

WOGEN GLÄTTEN
 Organic flavored green tea
 Soft and fruity

This composition of Sencha, sweet 
mango and peach is very smooth and 
fruity. Fresh flavors of citrus, marigold 
and cornflower blossoms make this 
tea a harmonious blend.

LAND AHOY

LAND IN SICHT
 Organic flavored herbal infusion
 Tangerine and vanilla

Land ahoy! The mainland is calling 
with this fruity herbal infusion made 
of sea buckthorn, fennel, nettle and 
balm. Vanilla and tangerine make 
the landing gear perfect.

FRESH FRISIAN

FRISCHER FRIESE
 Organic herbal infusion
 Peppermint mix

Whenever you are sailing off course 
this refreshing and highly aromatic 
peppermint infusion will get you 
ahead.

MUTINY ON THE BEACH

STRANDMEUTEREI
 Organic herbal infusion
 Chamomile flower mix

Mutiny? 
If there is a riot on the beach, the mild 
chamomile and its aromatic herbal 
accomplices will soothe the heated 
spirits. Aye, aye Captain - everything 
is sunshine!

ROUGH CLIMATE

REIZKLIMA
 Organic flavored herbal infusion
 Hint of sea salt

Sea salt is in the air. This special 
herbal blend with a touch of salt, 
ginger and many other herbs and 
spices makes every climate a 
charm. 

This mild chamomile flower blend
made from herbs, flowers, and berries
foretells sunny prospects.
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Tea blends

TAIL WIND

RÜCKENWIND
Organic fruit infusion
 Taste of berries

When the wind blows from all 
sides, this strong and dark red fruit 
infusion is all you need. It reminds of
berries and granny´s red fruit jelly.

INTO DEEP WATER

AUF TAUCHSTATION
 Organic flavored fruit infusion
 Sea buckthorn, orange-tangerine

Dive into relaxation and forget 
the stress of everyday life. That 
works especially well with this 
extraordinary fruit infusion made 
#of sea buckthorn and a creamy 
taste of orange-tangerine.

NON-SWIMMER

NICHTSCHWIMMER
 Organic flavored fruit infusion
 Elderberry, orange and vanilla

This extraordinary light fruit 
infusion is very mild and captivates 
both non-swimmers and water 
enthusiasts with its lovely fruity 
taste of elderberry and orange.

TO THE RESCUE

RETTE MIT, WER KANN
Organic herbal infusion
Spices, ginger and turmeric

Around the clock and in any weather
conditions in the North and Baltic 
Sea – since 1865, the sea rescuers
of the German Maritime Search and 
Rescue Association (DGzRS) have 
been rescuing people in distress, 
financed only by donations. We say 
‚tot he rescue‘ and donate 50 cents 
for every box and tin sold to the 
DGzRS.

Out on the open sea in the North and 

Baltic Sea, things can get really rough. 

But fortunately, the sea rescuers of 

the DGzRS are never far away. Their 

mission is crystal clear: to save ship-

wrecked people from distress.

To free people from danger, to care for 

the injured and sick. Since their foun-

dation, they have rescued over 85.000 

people from imminent danger, and 

they do so in all weather conditions.

Such an effort is priceless, and yet it is 

entirely funded by donations.

That's why we at trink meer tee want 

to contribute and donate 50 cents for 

every package sold to the sea rescuers.

This tea is just right after an exciting 

rescue.

The warming effect of classic

herbs is enhanced by exotic spices

such as cardamom, ginger, and turm-

eric. Mango chips give the tea a touch 

of fruity sweetness.

Our new tea blend, rette mit, wer kann 
(to the rescue) is a cooperation with the German 
Maritime Search and Rescue Association.

DRINK

MORE TEA

FOR

CHARITY
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WHO
OFFERS 
MORE?
DRINK MORE TEA
IN GASTRONOMY
We offer more! Because trink meer tee is a brand with 
added value, which offers an holistic concept for first-
class gastronomy and hospitality.
Extraordinary loose tea blends or pre-portioned tea, in 
hand-sewn pillow bags, are just as much a part of it as tea 
porcelain, tea menus, and presentation accessories. 

Gastronomy

DISPLAY FOR TEA POUCHES
You have the possibility to choose from three different 
displays: A dark wooden display for nine or for twelve teas, 
or our metal display, which holds nine boxes.

DISPLAY FOR LOOSE TEA
Our handcrafted wooden display offers
 the opportunity to showcase nine tea 
tins optimally.

GASTRO MUG WITH LID
AND MATCHING TEA STRAINER
It holds 0.4 liters, feels comfortable in the hand, and has
a lid that also serves as a strainer or bag holder - what 
else would you want?
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FETTE BEUTE:
SAMPLE BOX WITH ALL 
14 FLAVORS
fette beute (big haul) from trink meer tee offers 
fourteen tea blends in the form of one pillow bag of each 
of our delicious varieties.

Retail
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DRINK UP:
MOTIF CUPS
For each of our tea flavors, we offer a matching cup 
with the respective motif. A matching lid keeps the 
tea warm for longer and can be used upside down
as a bag or tea strainer holder. Cup and lid are 
available together in a compact gift box - the perfect 
complement to your favorite tea!

DRINK MORE 
TEA AT HOME
TMT FOR RETAIL
Why not simply offer trink meer tee for sale to your guests? 
This way, a sea breeze will blow home with your guests and 
inspire them for their next stay in your house. All tea flavors 
or our Fette Beute sample box are suitable as retail products. 
Of course, the matching tea mug for the favorite tea is also a 
must-have, for which we have developed the motif cups.
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Of conviction

NATURALLY ORGANIC
There are many arguments for tea from certified
organic farming. Here is our hit list:

Real taste:
The organic ingredients in our tea blends are produced 

without genetic engineering. We use only high-quality 

aroma components made from the respective food name-

sake. That's why our teas taste like they should - naturally 

good.

Pesticide-free:
All teas are regularly tested by independent laboratories

for carefree enjoyment.

Fair trading:
Fair prices and fair trading are very important to us.

We pay good money for good quality, maintain long-term 

supplier relationships, and thus create incentives for better 

working conditions in the growing areas.

Holistic thinking: 
Controlled organic farming has many positive facets.

It conserves resources, protects the environment, and thus 

contributes to maintaining a good livelihood for humans 

and animals.

SUSTAINABILITY
Unfortunately, we can't do without packaging because 
it protects our valuable teas from moisture and foreign 
aromas, among other things. This increases durability 
and reduces waste. We are constantly working to 
minimize packaging materials and use the most 
sustainable materials possible.

Tin:
Made of a recyclable material mix

Cardboard box:
Recyclable

Pillow bag: 
Made of PLA* / organic cotton / paper

Bag cover:
Made of PLA* / paper, printed with water-based inks

*PLA stands for polylactides.   

NATURALLY ORGANIC 
AND SUSTAINABLE

DE-ÖKO-009
EU-/Non-EU-
agriculture

Lactose free Gluten free Vegan
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Brandable AB
Catrin Rudling
ITA Certified Tea Sommelier 
and Tea Instructor

T +46-70-7479952
catrin@brandable.se

Q trinkmeertee

E Trink Meer Tee 


